AYSP HS Audition Requirements:
1. Major Scales: C, G, or D (2 octaves when ability in upper and lower ranges allow) – slurred up, tongued down; Quarter = 90-100
2. Prepared Solo or Etude
3. Excerpts (optional for YCO)

AYSP 2021-2022
High School Horn Audition Excerpts
Excerpts required only for placement into YS and YO.
Excerpts not required for placement into YCO.

Saint-Saens: Symphony No. 3, Op. 78 (“Organ”), movement 1, letter Q-S
Quarter note = 60 (in slow 4)
Rimsky-Korsakov arr. Isaac: Procession of the Nobles – rehearsal 16-18
Horn in F
Allegro moderato e maestoso
In 3: quarter note = 104-112
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